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Introduction
‘Purpose’ is an idea whose time has come.

It should come as no surprise; the economic crisis of 2008 taught us that society pays  
a heavy price for the pursuit of profit maximisation at any cost.

Consequently, people are demanding that businesses have a positive impact on society.

The concept of ‘purpose’ has evolved far beyond its CSR beginnings, which saw companies 
attempting to mitigate activities back in the supply chain, or link up with big charities to 
manage reputation.

‘Doing good’ simply meant offsetting the ‘bad’ that was an inevitable consequence of  
doing business.  

Purpose today needs to mean something different.

Businesses should profit and grow as a result of being a force for good.

And a brand purpose should be the driving force behind that, guiding everything a business 
does, across the whole customer experience, ensuring it’s working for consumers and society  
as well as business owners and shareholders. Purpose and profit needn’t work in opposition.

TSB is one of these brands, and this is the story of how our purpose has driven our success.

TSB: Britain’s biggest purpose driven start-up
TSB had been created as a direct response to the banking crisis - a ‘mini-me’ bank divested  
out of Lloyds Banking Group, born complete with 631 branches, 4.6 million customers and  
a mandate to shake up the sector.

As Britain’s biggest challenger bank, we knew TSB had to be different from the other banks.  
In fact, being driven by a clear purpose was our only real differentiation at launch.
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At TSB the cause is the business, and the business is the cause.

Our brand purpose informs all decisions taken right across the business.

We don’t do City banking. Or banking for bankers.

We do...

 

Our purpose:
We exist to help create a 
Britain where people, and  
the communities they live in, 
can thrive together.  
We do this by being an 
economic force for good, 
fuelling growth in local 
communities throughout 
Britain. 

Our mission:
To bring more competition 
to UK banking and ultimately 
make banking better for all 
UK consumers. 

Local banking for Britain
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Making a purpose powerful
A purpose means nothing if it’s not demonstrated and proven, especially in banking.

People don’t trust banks. But, people do know they need them.

Early on, research told us people need answers to two big questions if we were to properly  
set ourselves apart from the others: 

 
When it came to banking, there was a clear assumption that they had to choose one or  
the other. 

The people you trust to have your best interests at heart wouldn’t be savvy enough to help  
you financially. 

But big banks that were smart financially would use that against you, and offer things that 
looked tempting, but with an inevitable price to pay later.

We developed a ‘yin/yang’ strategy, showing how TSB offered both. 

Offer 
‘What have you 

got for me?’ 

Purpose
‘Why should 
 I trust you?’
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Purpose messaging (the ‘yin’):

Simultaneous offer messaging (the yang):

 

TSB Bank plc. Registered office: Henry Duncan House, 120 George Street, Edinburgh EH2 4LH. Registered in Scotland No. SC95237. Authorised by the Prudential 
Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority under registration number 191240. TSB Bank plc is 
covered by the Financial Services Compensation Scheme and the Financial Ombudsman Service.

Why working in partnership works 
well for everyone.
Unusual as it may seem, we believe it is possible for a bank to 
profit with, not just from its customers.
It’s not complicated.
We know that the happier our customers are the more they’ll  
want to carry on banking with us.
And that a good way to make sure those customers are happy  
is by working in partnership. Not just with each other but with 
them too.
That’s why we call all our staff Partners and reward them when 
they do as much as they can to actively help people, not when 
they just sell them things.
Because doing as much as we can to help people right across the 
country thrive is what’s at the heart of local banking for Britain.

TSB Bank plc. Registered Office: Henry Duncan House, 120 George Street, Edinburgh EH2 4LH. Registered in Scotland No. SC95237. Authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority 
and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority under registration number 191240.

Welcome to your 
new bank.
It’s 200 years old.

TSB_48Sht_OOH_October_L9.indd   1 11/09/2013   15:26

*Based on March 2016 internal data. TSB Bank plc. Registered office: Henry Duncan House, 120 George Street, Edinburgh EH2 4LH. Registered in Scotland No. SC95237. Authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and 
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority under registration number 191240. TSB Bank plc is covered by the Financial Services Compensation Scheme and the Financial Ombudsman Service.

We work better when we 
work together.
At TSB we believe in working in partnership.

We’re proud that our values attract like-minded people to come and work 
with us.  

Over a third of our executive team, over a third of our top 150 Partners  
and just under half of our managers are female.*

We are working to create an inclusive culture that lasts for the long-term, 
not just for now. 

This isn’t just better for the workplace though, it’s better for business.

Because working together works well for everyone.

And that’s a good thing for us all, male and female alike.

“In 1810, the Reverend Henry Duncan wanted  
to do something of real and lasting value.  
He built a bank whose sole purpose was to 
help hard working local people”.

Advertised rates correct as at 01.01.16. AER stands for Annual Equivalent Rate and illustrates what the interest rate would be if interest was paid and compounded once each year. Gross rate means that credit interest is paid without income tax being deducted. TSB Bank plc. Registered Office: Henry Duncan House, 120 George Street, Edinburgh EH2 4LH. Registered in Scotland No. SC95237. 

a. 5% AER/4.89% gross variable interest on balances up to £2000. Interest paid monthly. Pay in a minimum of £500 a month, register for Internet Banking, paperless statements and paperless correspondence. b. Contactless subject to eligibility. Paid monthly. Ends Dec 2016. c. 5% AER/gross fixed for 12 months, paid end of term. 
Monthly standing order between £25 and £250. Instant access. One account per customer. 

Switch to the Plus account and get 5% AER interest on balances up to £2000.
Plus 5% cashback on your first £100 of contactless or Apple Pay spending every month.
Plus 5% AER interest on a monthly savings account.
Plus, as if that wasn’t enough, you get all this with no monthly fee. 

 5% plus 5% plus 5%  
plus no monthly fee.

Our Plus account has always been generous.

And we’ve just made it more so.

It still gives you 5% AER interest on balances up to £2000.

Plus now you get 5% cashback on your first £100 of 
contactless payments every month.

Plus you can get access to a monthly savings account that 
gives you another 5% AER interest.

We like to think it’s the plussest bank account around.

The Plus account.  
Now with added plusness.

a. 5% AER/4.89% gross variable interest on balances up to £2000. Interest paid monthly. Pay in a minimum of £500 a month, register for Internet Banking, paperless statements and paperless correspondence. b. Contactless subject to eligibility. Paid monthly. Ends Dec 2016. c. 5% gross/AER fixed for 12 months, paid end of term. Monthly standing order between £25 and £250.  
Instant access. Cannot replace money withdrawn. 
Advertised rates correct as at 01.09.15. AER stands for Annual Equivalent Rate and illustrates what the interest rate would be if interest was paid and compounded once each year. Gross rate means that credit interest is paid without income tax being deducted. TSB Bank plc. Registered office: Henry Duncan House, 120 George Street, Edinburgh EH2 4LH. Registered in Scotland No. SC95237. Authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and 
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority under registration number 191240. TSB Bank plc is covered by the Financial Services Compensation Scheme and the Financial Ombudsman Service.

EXTTSBE00318 (02/14)TSB00647  (07/14)

The Fix and Flex 
mortgage.
A new way to 
borrow well.

Lending is subject to status and lending criteria. Borrowers must be aged 18 or over and UK resident. TSB Bank plc. Registered Office: Henry Duncan House,120 George Street, Edinburgh EH2 4LH. Registered 
in Scotland No. SC95237. Authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority under registration number 191240.

YOUR HOME MAY BE REPOSSESSED IF YOU DO NOT KEEP UP REPAYMENTS ON YOUR MORTGAGE.

The ten year fixed rate mortgage that you’re free to leave after five. 
Come in and find out more.

CLIENT: TSB CREATIVE: DAMON

JOB NAME: J000745_TSB_JAN_Fix_AND_Flex_HP_270x342_l PUBLICATION: HAlF PAGe - DAilY TeleGRAPH 

JOINT JOB NO: J000745 SIZE: 270x342 MM (TYPe AReA)

ZONE JOB NO: xxxx LOCATION: JOiNT/ClieNTS/TSB/J000602_TSB_JUNe_PCA_CAMPAiGN

DATE: 23 DeCeMBeR 2016 10:08 AM PROOF NO: 01

CREATOR: ANT SENT: 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS: 

One of the best rates you can get, fixed for up to five years.
And the freedom to pay more whenever you want, or even 
take a break if you like.
No bank offers a better loan. 
And you don’t have to bank with us to get it.

Borrow well with a  
Fix and Flex loan.  
2.9% APR representative.

On personal loans from £7,500 to £15,000 between 1 to 5 years.
Subject to status and lending criteria. 18+ and UK resident. Up to two repayment holidays a year, which are subject to approval. Early settlement charges could apply. No bank offers a better loan (based on Defaqto scoring 12 December 2016).
TSB Bank plc. Registered Office: Henry Duncan House, 120 George Street, Edinburgh EH2 4LH. Registered in Scotland No. SC95237. Authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority (Registration No 191240).

J000745_TSB_Jan_Fix_and_Flex_HP_270x342_L.indd   1 23/12/2016   10:08
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How our purpose manifests itself
 
1. Authentic leadership
Our purpose is not a marketing confection. CEO Paul Pester championed the power of purpose 
in driving the business forward right from the start.

 

 
Pester and the original Board even signed a copy of the TSB purpose.

And Pester’s ongoing engagement with the CMA (responsible for strengthening competition  
in UK banking), influencing and pushing the regulatory body to take more radical initiatives  
to open up the competition in banking.

“I see my role in leading 
Britain’s newest bank as 
not just to challenge the 
established players but 
also to demonstrate that a 
bank can be different and 
can be a force for good.”

TSB Competition Matters Report
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His call to arms was echoed by other members of the Executive Committee, with TSB CMO 
Nigel Gilbert a powerful champion of TSB’s purpose within the bank and beyond.

“We’re here for one 
very clear reason. 
We’re here to bring 
more competition 
to the UK banking 
market and hopefully 
better banking for all 
UK consumers.”

“The covenant of trust 
when I started out has 
been broken completely 
in banks. There’s no  
trust that hasn’t got to  
be earned.”
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2. Rewarding the right behaviour
We knew our purpose had to be understood and adopted at all levels of the bank.

To create the kind of culture we needed, sales targets were removed, and TSB Partners are 
instead rewarded when they actively help people, not just when they sell them things.  
This enshrined our purpose into everyday behaviours.

 

 
 
But it’s not just Partners whose behaviour we seek to reward in the right ways. We always seek 
to act in our customers’ interests and on their terms.

TSB Bank

Certificate of Partnership
This is to certify that, as of 25 June 2014,

the bearer of this certificate became a TSB Partner.
As such, he/she has been granted

£100 of TSB Banking Group ordinary shares.

DATED CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

25th June 2014

 

 

 

 

 

Dear TSB Partner,

Our journey to build TSB – as a bank which brings more competition to UK banking and better banking for all UK consumers 

– has brought us a long way.  

In the first four years of our journey we’ve moved from a “blue print” for the bank, through the build and the launch of TSB 

Bank back on to Britain’s high streets in September last year, through the TUPE transfer process earlier this year, to the launch 

of our first new current account product a matter of weeks ago.  

We’ve achieved a huge amount together. I find it incredibly rewarding to see our existing customers welcoming TSB back to 

Britain's high streets and to see new customers choosing to bank with us. This is testament to the fantastic work you’ve done 

to get us this far so quickly.

Today is another great milestone for us as shares in TSB Banking Group plc start to trade on the London Stock Exchange. 

Today is also the day when we, as the founding employees of TSB Bank, all receive £100 worth of TSB Banking Group shares, 

making all of us Partners in our bank.  

This £100 is a symbol – rather than a windfall – of each of us being part-owners in our own bank. I believe the sense of shared 

ownership created today will be one of the factors that enables us to continue to provide fantastic service to our customers 

– both old and new – and will ultimately help differentiate us from other banks in the UK. 

I'm delighted to be able to welcome you, as a TSB Partner, to your bank today, and look forward to sharing the next stage of 

our journey with you.

Regards,

 

Paul Pester

CEO 

TSB Bank plc
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NEXT GENERATION APP

CLIENT: TSB CREATIVE: DAMON
JOB NAME: J000410_LBOD_DEPS_720x1280 PUBLICATION: DIGITAL ESCALATOR PANELS (ExTERION) 
JOINT JOB NO: J000410 SIZE: 702x1280 PIxELS
TAG JOB NO: xxxx LOCATION: JOINT/CLIENTS/TSB/J000410_TSB_LBOD_OOH
DATE: 26 MARCH 2015 5:42 PM PROOF NO: 01
CREATOR: NEIL SENT: 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS: 

Local 
banking 
on your 
way to 
work.

J000410_LBOD_DEPs_720x1280.indd   1 26/03/2015   17:28

CLIENT: TSB CREATIVE: DAMON
JOB NAME: J000410_LBOD_DEPS_720x1280 PUBLICATION: DIGITAL ESCALATOR PANELS (ExTERION) 
JOINT JOB NO: J000410 SIZE: 702x1280 PIxELS
TAG JOB NO: xxxx LOCATION: JOINT/CLIENTS/TSB/J000410_TSB_LBOD_OOH
DATE: 26 MARCH 2015 5:42 PM PROOF NO: 01
CREATOR: NEIL SENT: 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS: 

Local 
banking 
on
the sofa.

J000410_LBOD_DEPs_720x1280.indd   2 26/03/2015   17:28

CLIENT: TSB CREATIVE: DAMON
JOB NAME: J000410_LBOD_DEPS_720x1280 PUBLICATION: DIGITAL ESCALATOR PANELS (ExTERION) 
JOINT JOB NO: J000410 SIZE: 702x1280 PIxELS
TAG JOB NO: xxxx LOCATION: JOINT/CLIENTS/TSB/J000410_TSB_LBOD_OOH
DATE: 26 MARCH 2015 5:42 PM PROOF NO: 01
CREATOR: NEIL SENT: 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS: 

Local 
banking 
on your 
lunch 
break.

J000410_LBOD_DEPs_720x1280.indd   3 26/03/2015   17:28
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We encourage them to use tools we offer to help them stay in control of their money and avoid 
nasty surprises.

 
And we ensure that the more customers put into our relationship, the more they get back  
in return.
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3. Products that solve problems
Spending, saving and borrowing are three fundamental elements of a thriving economy,  
and all are vital if our purpose is to be realised.

Throughout the 3 year lifespan of TSB’s flagship PCA, the Plus account, it has rewarded and 
encouraged all three elements.

 
And it’s not just current accounts. With TSB Fix & Flex loans and mortgages, we don’t just lend 
people money, we enable them to ‘Borrow well’.

 

CLIENT:  TSB CREATIVE:  Damon

JOB NAME:  J000745_TSB_Jan_FixandFlex_Loans_RailD6_L PUBLICATION:  Rail Digi 6 Sheet - JCDecaux

JOINT JOB NO:  J000745 SIZE:  1080X1920 PX

ZONE JOB NO:   DATE:  23 December 2016 10:12 AM

CREATOR:  Neil PROOF NO: 01

LOCATION:  Studio:Clients:TSB:J000745_TSB_January_Fix_and_Flex_Loans:Layouts:OOH:J000745_TSB_Jan_FixandFlex_Loans_RailD6_L

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS: None

Borrow well 
with a Fix and 
Flex loan.
2.9% APR 
representative.
One of the best rates you can get and 
the freedom to pay more whenever you want, 
or take a break if you like.
And you don’t even have to bank with us 
to get it.

On personal loans from £7,500 to £15,000 between 1 to 5 years.
Subject to status and lending criteria. 18+ and UK resident. Up to two repayment holidays a year, which are subject to approval. Early settlement 
charges could apply. 
TSB Bank plc. Registered Office: Henry Duncan House, 120 George Street, Edinburgh EH2 4LH. Registered in Scotland No. SC95237. Authorised by 
the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority (Registration No 191240).

J000745_TSB_Jan_FixandFlex_Loans_RailD6_L.indd   1 23/12/2016   10:13

EXTTSBE00318 (02/14)TSB00647  (07/14)

The Fix and Flex 
mortgage.
A new way to 
borrow well.

Lending is subject to status and lending criteria. Borrowers must be aged 18 or over and UK resident. TSB Bank plc. Registered Office: Henry Duncan House,120 George Street, Edinburgh EH2 4LH. Registered 
in Scotland No. SC95237. Authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority under registration number 191240.

YOUR HOME MAY BE REPOSSESSED IF YOU DO NOT KEEP UP REPAYMENTS ON YOUR MORTGAGE.

The ten year fixed rate mortgage that you’re free to leave after five. 
Come in and find out more.
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4. An authentic brand promise
We know our purpose is utterly authentic. But we needed to convince a wary public that we 
were really different.

So we explained our different model of banking, driven by our purpose, that focuses exclusively 
on making ordinary, hard working local people across Britain to thrive.

We demonstrated that difference through radically transparent Truth and Banking content.

TSB Bank plc. Registered Office: Henry Duncan House, 120 George Street, Edinburgh EH2 4LH. Registered in Scotland No. SC95237. Authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority under registration number 191240.

Join the bank that’s not like other banks.

We’re the only major bank that uses every penny 
our customers deposit to help our other customers.

call | click | visit
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But in fact, our purpose informs far more than just our comms. 

 
So as well as big product initiatives, we did things like putting umbrellas in branches, that  
are free for people to take, so that they can continue fuelling their local economy, even when  
it’s raining.

“It is not just about values 
and purpose, but also 
about offering ‘compelling 
differences’. You need to  
be different, as well as better.  
It can’t be that you just do 
things a bit quicker than 
anyone else. That will not 
make you distinctive enough. 
Banking is an inert market so 
you have to do things that are 
compellingly different.”

Borrowed

from

Borrowed
from

Bor
ro

wed

fro
m

Bor
ro

wed
fro

m
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5. Sweating the details
Sometimes it’s the small things that best indicate our commitment to our purpose.

Like local icons in TSB branch, chosen by Partners to represent the area.

And our continued investment in training Partners, and in the branch network (against the 
trend in banking) to ensure our purpose feels tangible on High Streets across Britain.

 

 

Welcome to 
TSB Swindon

Welcome to 
TSB Swansea

Welcome to 
TSB Grimsby

Welcome to 
TSB Enfield
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6. Deeper customer relationships
Customer advocacy forms the most fundamental part of our strategy. We seek to drive ‘boom 
loop’ behaviour.

 
That’s why, unlike other banks, NPS is the key measure of success for everyone who works at 
TSB. And it’s how Partners are rewarded through the TSB Award.

The “doom loop” approach.

…which 
increases the 
costs of 
acquisition.

…who are 
more likely to 
churn…

Attracts low 
value 
promiscuous 
or disloyal 
customers...

Devalues the 
brand and 
upsets existing 
customers. 

Tactical, short-term mindset; focus on sales, creating a culture 
of “selling” or discounting to new customers for the benefit of 
the business. Eg Woolworths, HMV.

The “boom loop” approach.

…thereby 
reducing the 
costs of 
acquisition.

…who are 
less likely to 
churn…

Attracts or 
retains higher 
value 
customers...

Builds a strong, 
differentiated 
brand with a 
loyal customer 

Strategic, longer-term attitude; focus on advocacy developing 
a culture of serving customers for mutual benefit. Eg O2, 
John Lewis.
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7. Collaborating for scale
In 2016, TSB partnered with Trinity Mirror for the Pride of Britain Awards, broadcast on ITV. 
This collaboration allowed us to communicate, and demonstrate, TSB’s purpose in a new way 
that the British public could really get behind.

Our programme of activity included TSB Partners and customers, and helped people 
understand our unique point of view: that when people help people, we all thrive together.

The partnership drove significant value for the TSB brand. The total value for media coverage 
from launch to year end was £10m, and consideration levels increased by 89% amongst those 
who were aware of the partnership between TSB and Pride of Britain.

8. Leaders at all levels
The devolution of power and responsibility to Partners at all levels of the bank is something 
that’s been at the heart of our success. It’s why we chose to call our staff Partners in the  
first place.

Each of our branches choose the local charity they are going to support each year.

Partners were put in charge of TSB’s social media during the Pride of Britain awards, tweeting 
on behalf of the bank.

We even carried out our own ‘Pride of TSB’ awards internally, rewarding Partners who had done 
extraordinary things to help other people, either within TSB or in the wider community.  
We received over 300 nominations by Partners from across the business.

Demonstrated through partnerships
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The Results: commercial
 
1. The business grew in value
We’re in a unique position of being able to compare the value of the business at three points: 
the unbranded business as part of Project Verde; and then the branded business at both IPO 
and trade sale.

The business itself was the same at each point. The difference: we’d built a brand driven by  
a purpose, manifested wherever we could throughout the customer experience; and increased 
customers as a result.

 

In July 2012, the value of the un-branded TSB was around £665m.

Two years later, by the time of IPO in June 2014 the value of the TSB business had risen £610m 
to £1.275bn. Building value continued, and by the time of the sale to Sabadell in March 2015 the 
business was valued at £1.7bn, an additional £425m or £47m per month since IPO. 

And the business has grown from strength to strength since then too.

In 2015 we made a management profit of over £105m, and in 2016 saw profits grow by 68% to 
just shy of £178m, as well as welcoming our 5 millionth customer.

The business has grown in value by over a billion pounds

1. NBNK was offering £630m vs £700m from the Co-Operative. 2. Mid point of IPO price range. 3. Aquisition bid by Sabadell.

£665m

£1.275bn

£1.7bn

July 2012 June 2014 March 2015

Unbranded business

Va
lu

e 
of

 th
e 

bu
sin

es
s

After launching the TSB brand
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2. The brand grew in value
In 2014 Brand Finance valued the TSB brand at £507m, the highest growth of any UK  
banking brand. Brand Finance told Marketing Week “its recent marketing strategy had been 
key to its success”.

That success continued, the brand value rising a further 19% to over £603m in the latest Brand 
Finance report.         
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3. We recruited more PCA customers than our target
We have exceeded our 6% share of flow target, averaging 7.6% per quarter since launch,  
which has resulted in massive growth in new current accounts.

 

 

Product alone can’t account for this growth: we were middle ranking in best buy tables.         

                                                 

For judges eyes only
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Source: TSB internal data

Product wasn’t the difference  

73% say there’s either no difference between products, or the 
difference is so complicated that they can’t work it out.

Source: YouGov survey conducted for TSB, 2014.

TSB Offers 5% interest 

Nationwide Offers 5% interest

Halifax Offers £5 cashback each month

Santander  Gives up to £592 pa and that’s just interest, not including the cash 
back also available on the account
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And we offered joining incentives only 10% of the time, and then only on two aggregator sites. 
Our highest share of flow peaks came at times when we had no incentive running.   

 
                   

In fact, it was understanding of our brand purpose that was key to our PCA growth.

Since the launch of our purpose in 2013, non-customers are more likely to understand that we’re 
different, consider us, and say we’re their first choice.

Many others offer incentives to drive consideration  
The long standing trend amongst 
others (Halifax, Nationwide, First 
Direct, M&S, HSBC) has been to 
offer incentives at a much broader 
level to drive consideration, not 
just to tactically drive conversion.

They also tend to offer incentives 
through any channel ie branch, 
digital, telephony.

0

5

10

15

20

25

Difference Brand consideration Brand preference

Rise in difference, brand consideration and brand preference amongst non-customers

Launch Dec-16

Rise in difference and brand consideration amongst non-customers

Difference Brand consideration

Dec - 16Launch

Date range: 2013 – 2016 
Source: Ipsos Mori Online Brand Tracking 3 month rolled data (n=c800 min per quarter) UK banking representative sample 
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4. We grew NPS
Our turnaround in Bank NPS has continued. We’re now in a remarkably positive position.

According to Which? we’re the top high street bank for customer satisfaction and KPMG/
Nunwood say we’re the top high street bank for customer experience.

In fact we’re now Britain’s most recommended high street bank according to the BDRC.

TSB Customer NPS Score

TS
B 

Cu
st

om
er

 N
PS

 S
co

re

TSB is now
Britain’s most
recommended
high street bank.
We couldn’t be prouder. 
Or more grateful to our customers and Partners. 
You’ve proved that working in partnership really works.

BDRC Continental Customer Advocacy (NPS) Benchmark. Based on 15,000 consumers surveyed in March 2016.

and the Prudential Regulation Authority under registration number 191240. TSB Bank plc is covered by the Financial Services Compensation Scheme and the Financial Ombudsman Service.
TSB Bank plc. Registered office: Henry Duncan House, 120 George Street, Edinburgh EH2 4LH. Registered in Scotland No. SC95237. Authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority
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5. We now have more valuable multi-platform customers
Customers who use more of our mobile and digital services as well as branch tend to be happier 
and more valuable customers.

So increasing the percentage of customers who are digitally active is a valuable thing.

 

% of customers with active PCAs who are digitally active
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6. Mortgage sales have grown significantly too
2015 saw us gain £7.5 billion worth of mortgage applications.

In 2016, we helped a customer buy or own their home through our mortgages once every  
3 minutes.

 

In fact, we’ve already beaten our 5 year targets in both PCA and borrowing.

TSB’s mortgage completion share
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7. TSB Partners feel incredibly proud and positive

 

This success could never be achieved without Partners delivering the banking experience the 
people of Britain want and deserve.

So it’s important that Partners feel engaged and proud to be part of TSB.

Source: TSB Quantitative Partner experience survey

91%  agree
I am committed to achieving the goals of my job.“ ”

91%  agree
 I fully understand my role in delivering our customers the 
experience they want and deserve.“ ”

90%  agree
 I know the TSB values and I understand how to live those 
values in my role.“ ”

Partners understand the purpose and values that make 
TSB different
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8. Non-customers understand our difference, trust us  
and consider us more
Since launch in 2013, our comms activity has had a positive impact on our brand.

We already beat the big established banks on non-customer consideration, and we’re closing  
in on the leaders who have been around building their strong brands for years.

Of those people looking to open a new PCA in the next 6 months, 38% would consider TSB, 
which is higher than Natwest, Lloyd’s and Barclay’s.

The payback has been shared with Partners too.

Source: TSB Annual Report.

 The bank’s strong performance means Partners who delivered 
the level of customer service we expect will receive a sum equivalent 
to 12.5% of basic salary - more than 6 weeks pay - sharing an overall 
TSB Award pot of over £26 million.

“
”

 I’m delighted that we were able to share that success with our 
Partners in 2016. The way we do this is through our TSB award, which 
is a flat payment from the CEO right through to the frontline Partners, 
and in 2016 we paid out £28m - or 12.5% of base salary - which is 
about 6 and a half week’s pay, in recognition of the fantastic service 
they have delivered to TSB customers.

Source: Paul Pester, TSB 2016 Financial Results.

Source: TSB Annual Report.

 The bank’s strong performance means Partners who delivered 
the level of customer service we expect will receive a sum equivalent 
to 12.5% of basic salary - more than 6 weeks pay - sharing an overall 
TSB Award pot of over £26 million.

“
”
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Societal impact
So we’ve generated more happy customers.

More people thriving – spending, saving and borrowing well.

We’ve got more Partners feeling proud and positive about their role in that, and sharing the 
success that has resulted from that.

And we’ve supported local communities through Pride of Britain and local charity partnerships 
across the country.

All of which starts helping local economies thrive and all of us to be better off.

We’ve also worked hard to challenge the entire industry, for instance through Paul Pester’s  
work with the CMA.

And where we’ve led, others have followed.

 

BEFORE AFTER

CLIENT: TSB CREATIVE: Damon / Neil

JOB NAME: J000354_ADDER_NOV_FP2_REG_MASTER_CTA PUBLICATION: FULL PAGE PRESS MASTER

JOINT JOB NO: J000354 SIZE: 340X265MM (TYPE AREA)

TAG JOB NO:  LOCATION: Joint/Clients/TSB/J000354_TSB_PCA_DECEMBER

DATE: 25 November 2014 1:59 PM PROOF NO: 01

CREATOR: NEIL SENT:  
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS: 

To find out more about our new Plus Account 
visit us at 40 High Street, Watford, WD17 2BS. 

Ask your bank 
if that       is just 
a teaser rate.

5  AER

You must be over 18 to apply for the Classic Plus Account. Advertised rates correct as at 31.03.14. AER stands for Annual Equivalent Rate and illustrates what the interest rate would be if interest was paid and compounded once each year. Gross rate means that credit interest is paid without 
income tax being deducted. You can receive your interest paid gross if you are a non-tax payer and have completed an HMRC R85 form. TSB Bank plc. Registered office: Henry Duncan House, 120 George Street, Edinburgh EH2 4LH. Registered in Scotland No. SC95237. Authorised by 
the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority under registration number 191240. TSB Bank plc is covered by the Financial Services Compensation Scheme and the Financial Ombudsman Service.

5% AER/4.89% gross variable interest on balances up to £2,000. Interest paid monthly. Pay in min £500/month, register for Internet Banking, paperless statements and correspondence.

J000354_ADDER_NOV_FP2_REG_MASTER_CTA.indd   1 27/11/2014   13:31

CLIENT: TSB CREATIVE: Damon

JOB NAME: 0248_TSB_48SHT_SMP_Master PUBLICATION: 48 Sheet (MASTER)

JOINT JOB NO: J000306 SIZE: 304.8x609.6mm (Trim)

TAG JOB NO:   LOCATION: Joint/Clients/TSB/J000266_TSB_May_Mortgage_Campaign

DATE: 26 AUGUST 2014 PROOF NO: 01

CREATOR: NEIL SENT: 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS: XXXX

You must be at least 18 years old to take out a loan or credit. Before agreeing a loan or credit we will want to satisfy ourselves about the suitability of your application. This will include assessing your ability to afford the payments and normally valuing the property. TSB Bank plc. Registered Office: Henry Duncan House, 120 George Street, Edinburgh EH2 4LH. Registered in Scotland No. SC95237. Authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority under registration number 191240.

YOUR HOME MAY BE REPOSSESSED IF YOU DO NOT KEEP UP REPAYMENTS ON YOUR MORTGAGE.

Borrow well 
with a TSB 
mortgage.

Search: TSB Mortgages

J000306_TSB_LD_48SHT_MASTER.indd   1 26/09/2014   16:44
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Summary and Learnings
Our story is a great example of purpose not simply being a CSR addition, but the driving  
force behind a brand that grows and profits as a result.

This is all the more impressive in a sector like financial services, where people assume banks 
act in their own interests, rather than their customers’.

Throughout the entire customer experience, we have proved that being driven by a clear 
purpose is not only valuable to a business, but also to a society.
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